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What We Know

1. Air Quality Regulations and Compliance are 
Confusing to Most Operators

2. “Practices for measurement of ambient 
emissions are typically outdated, expensive and 
inaccurate.” TAMU IRNR 2015 Report   

3. “The methods, the math, and the politics of 
methane measurement are complex and 
changing.” JPT March, 2015 

4. There are plenty of emission studies – good, bad 
and (not-credible)

5. No One Wants to Waste Natural Gas



Reference Papers

• Environmental Defense Fund Measurements of Methane Emissions 
at Natural Gas Production Sites in the US (U of TX) and “Extensive 
research effort tackles methane leaks.” (ICF)

• White Paper – How EFD addresses NSPS 0000 (Quad 0)
• RPSEA Funded GSI/TAMU/EFD Advanced Analytical Methods for Air 

and Stray Gas Emission: develop a protocol for the measurement of 
oil and gas ambient emissions

• Comments on Proposed Federal Methane Emission Regulations, 
(Williams and Haut). 

• JPT March 2015 – “Pressure to Reduce Methane Emissions 
Highlights the Need to Better Monitoring

• EFD May, 2015 White Paper: Recommendations to Address Flaring 
Issues, Solutions and Technologies



A need for cost effective monitoring tools 

The good news is there is some ongoing R&D
– ARPA-E ($30 million 11 projects) Methane 

Observation Networks with Innovative Technology 

– EDF Studies including a call for low cost gas sensors

– RPSEA/DOE funding: EFD TIP Program task “conducing 
methane field measurements” and “project to reduce 
gas flaring;” GSI Environmental - Advanced Analytics 
Program (TAMU IRNR has the air quality section lead); 
Colorado School of Mines – measurements in the 
Denver-Julesburg Basin;  Utah State University project 
to measure potential sources of methane.   



The Challenge is Effective Technology Transfer 
and Application 



New EPA Regulations

NSPS, 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Subpart OOOO (“Quad O”)

NESHAP, 40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart HH (“HH”)

• New Control Technologies (CT) required

• Target Areas:
 New performance standard for VOC’s

 New performance standard for SO2

 Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP) standard for oil & gas production

 HAP standard for gas transmission & storage

 Recording and reporting for well completions

 Fugitive Emissions from compressors

• Performance test results required by EPA

• Demonstration of compliance 24/7 365 days 2



US QUAD ‘O’ Requirements
Dehydrators & Storage Tanks

Need Control Technology for: HAPs, VOCs, Methane

1.New Source Performance Standards (NSPS)

 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Subpart 0000 (“Quad 0”)
 Storage Tanks VOC’s(> 6 tons/yr or > 0.82 mcfd hydrocarbon)
 Reduce VOC’s by 95%

2. National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
(NESHAP)

 NESHAP, 40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart HH (“HH”)
 Benzene from Glycol Dehy (>3 MM scfd or Benzene > 1 Ton/yr)
 Reduce HAP by 95% or reduce Benzene to < 1 ton/yr

Focused on reducing smog, GHG emissions, ozone formation, PM2.5
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EPA 
Completions Requirements

Gas Wells

• Reduced Emissions Completion (REC) or 
‘Green Completion’

• Public Notification

• Reduce VOC Emissions by 95% 
(Reduced Emissions Completions or REC)
 Until Jan 1st, 2015 – still flare at some sites

 After Jan 1st, 2015 – REC’s or Complete Combustions Device
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How to measure all emissions when you don’t 
know what’s in the air to begin with

 Gas Analyzers measure only one pollutant

 Photo Ionization detectors can’t source emissions 
and can be inaccurate

 Canisters only give a snapshot

Open Path Systems can:
 Detect 100s of gases, continuously operate, 

includes meteorological data, withstand harsh 
weather

 System is being used by DoD to detect and 
measure chemical threats

EFD Program Emissions Monitoring
Project Goal

However,  existing 
protocol for the use of 

open path technology in 
oil and gas operations is 

outdated 



• Access available tools

• Short Term Monitoring

– Drilling

– Fracturing

• Long Term Monitoring

– Production

– Compression

• Controlled Methane Release & Oil and Gas Field Trials 

• Provide a base line for comparative testing other tools 

Project Goal – Develop Protocol



UAV with lightweight 
sensor



Monitoring of VOCs

Monitoring of VOC concentrations near oil
and gas sites is limited due to high costs of
monitoring equipment. Thus, emission
inventories are often used to estimate
emissions.

However, the recent availability of low-cost,
portable photo-ionization detectors (PIDs) –
with low-ppb detection limits – has made it
easier to implement continuous VOC
monitoring.

Source – City of Houston environmental monitoring 

ppbRAE photo-ionization detector



Solutions

• Capture Flare Gas and Emissions 
– Methane, VOCs, HAPs

• Utilize Stranded Gas
– Fuel
– Power Generation
– Liquid Products

• Monetization / Incentives
– Sale of Gas and Natural Gas Liquids (NGLs)
– Fuel for Operations
– Regulatory Compliance

• Infrastructure Development



Relationships

●Fuel Volumes

●Btu Delivery

●Gas Quality

●Overall Footprint

Issues

●Operational Demands

●Engine Technology

●Gas Quality

●Fueling

●Engineering Barriers

●Logistics/Supply

Fuel Options

●CNG

●LNG

●Pipeline Gas

●Field Gas

Regulatory

●Emissions

●Engine Certification

●Non-Combusted Methane

●Fuel Storage & Transport

Power Options

●Dual Fuel

●Dedicated

●Turbine

●Electric

Utilizing Natural Gas Fuel 

for Drilling, Hydraulic Fracturing 
and Production Operations



• Wasted resources
– North Dakota flared 10.3 bcf in April 

2014 
(~$50 million)

– Emissions: Equivalent of 
1 million cars on 
North Dakota roads

Issues With Flaring

Since 2010, the amount of gas flared in the US has 
increased by nearly 60% and was last reported by 
the EIA in 2013 to be roughly 260 billion cubic feet 
per year.  This growth has primarily come from 
North Dakota, Texas, and Wyoming, 



• Operators are flaring produced natural gas 
because there is no infrastructure to support 
production or cost effective alternative.

• State regulations are beginning to target flaring.

• Several new technologies 
have been developed as an 

alternative to flaring. 

Overview



Initiative an inventory of available  
technologies and service providers 





1. Decision management system to screen technologies 
to mitigate flaring

2. Evaluation of technologies that mitigate flaring
3. Analysis of field results of a selected technology that 

producers may use to mitigate flaring, including 
emissions measurement

4. Transformation of otherwise wasted gases into 
salable products

5. Reduced emissions in a cost effective manner
6. Further reduction of need to import hydrocarbon 

commodities
7. Provide useful compilation information and data for 

operators, regulators and landowners. 

EFD initiated a project with these goals that led 
to study, workshops, surveys  



• Location: How far is the well from infrastructure?

• How much gas is the well producing?

• What is the composition of the gas?

• What deliverables are desired?

• How portable is the system?

• Regulatory barriers/incentives? Permits? 
Allowances?

• Barriers/incentives for electric or pipelines

Factors to Consider



• Dealing with the liquids is very expensive when thinking about 
transportation, stability and price.

• Variability challenges of gas quality and volumes
• Major barriers to electrification of gas 
• For significant horsepower needs, a  move to use gas power and dual 

fuel.
• Dual Fuel problems, operators still need diesel, the CNG does not always 

deliver the necessary power, LNG is not cost competitive with diesel
• Multi-well drilling and production pads are advantageous because gas 

produced from one well can be converted to CNG and used for drilling 
successive wells; or generate power to supplement operations.   

• Need a steady stream of production. 
• Need for modeling software to deal with multiple wells with flow 

variations and variations in consumer requirements. 
• Royalty issues a concern - using gas for power or from one lease to the 

other  

Regional Workshops and Survey
FINDINGS (Summary of Comments from workshop and survey):



Recommendations on Emissions 
Reduction

• Reduction will be achieved through collaboration and 
applying lessons learned from region to region

• Monitor the impact of current regulations before 
developing more – allow the development/application 
of the current R&D efforts.  
– Then determine what is cost effective on a regional basis 

• Develop a Robust Air Quality BMP Site 
• Development of Cost Effective, Reliable Equipment and 

Informative Tools for Operators 
• Expedite the certification process for the conversion of 

engine from diesel to natural gas
• EPA should provide more latitude for states to regulate 

oil and gas activities 



• Infrastructure is a key issue and is a major critical path item. 
• State regulatory bodies need to work together including: oil and gas 

commissions, department of natural resources, environmental 
agencies, public utility commissions. 

• Address barriers to access gathering and power lines. (These could 
be state or local specific.) 
– Emission/Air Quality Credits 
– Financial incentives from states to offset their investment in new 

solutions. (This should be temporary.)

– Co-ops 
• Demonstration of technologies to enable economics of various 

options.
• White paper lists a number of recommended tools to assist 

operators in risk management and the decision making process 

White Paper Recommendations



• Leadership in emissions reductions and 
increasing gas use in OK, CO, TX, others 

• A key to all applying all these new technologies is 
finding test sites with objective analysis
– So far many “good idea” technologies have not been 

tested – hard to know what works

• Operators will keep looking for more efficient and 
economical ways to reduce methane emissions 
and flaring

• Concerted effort is needed in informing the 
operators, regulators and the pubic  

A Footnote



It’s not so hard to be green

Questions?

Thank you

www.efdsystems.org
www.efdvirtualsite.org
www.efdscorecard.org
www.environment247.org
www.oilandgasbmps.org
www.lawatlas.org/oilandgas
www.facebook.com/EFDSystems 
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For more Information:

Tom Williams 
twilliams@leidllc.com

Rich Haut

Rhaut@harcresearch.org

www.efsystems.org
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